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   Abstract - Even though people are happy and convenient 

with e-services, they meet much risk now a day, by the 

fraudulent act like password hacking and personal 

information theft. In this paper a novel encryption - Wedges 

algorithm has been proposed to prevent user‟s password 

from being hacked by automated bot programs, rainbow 

table attack and other most prominent attacks. In this 

proposed algorithm a Modified ASCII Value (MAV) is 

created and first level of encryption is converted into QR 

code to strengthen the novelty in encryption. Here the 

analysis is being conducted how the proposed algorithm 

defend against many prominent attacks. 

Keywords – Wedges, Modified ASCII Value, Encryption, 

Fraudulent, Novelty, QR Code.  

                       I.INTRODUCTION 

       If the password is stored as plaintext, it is easily hacked 

even though if it is long and strong. This is quickly 

accessible to any hackers with no extra effort. To give more 

protection to the password, it should be encrypted before 

they store it on the site‟s server. Encryption uses special key 

and set of procedure to convert the password into a random 

string of text.  

      If the hacker wants to get this random string of text, they 

must have the key or the set of procedure otherwise 

wouldn‟t be able to get access of the site, which they could 

decrypt it. One of the main problem is often the key is stored 

on the same server where the passwords are stored.so if the 

server gets hacked, a hacker can decrypt all the passwords 

with less effort. Still this method is widely in use and 

insecure. 

          Hashing is similar to encryption that it converts the 

password into long string of letters and numbers to keep it 

hidden and hashing is a one way street, the hashing 

algorithm cannot be run backward to get the plain password. 

But the hacker can try many different password 

combinations until one matches the hash they have. 

Computer programs can find the exact match very fast with 

the help of rainbow tables which has a list of trillions of 

different hashes and their matching passwords; they can just 

look up the hash to see if it‟s already been discovered. 

Typing    “e38ad214943daad1d64c102faec29de4afe9da3d”   

into Google it shows that it‟s the SHA-1 hash for 

“password1” [1]. 

        Password salting is adding a random string of text to 

the beginning or end of the password before hashing it. Even 

if the salts are stored on the same server, it is very hard to 

find the salted hashes in the rainbow tables because every 

salted hash is long, complex and unique. MD5 and SHA1 

are out dated password hashing algorithms and most 

rainbow tables used to crack passwords are built to target 

applications and systems using these hashing methods [2]. 

          Wedges algorithm and QR code convertion gives 

strong password encryption for secured transaction over the 

internet and wedges protect passwords if it is stored in any 

insecure repositories. The rest of the paper comprises related 

work in II section, proposed work in III section, definition of 

Wedges algorithm for password encryption and ends with 

the conclusion in V section.  

II.RELATED WORK 

          Passwords are doing vital role for everything people 

do online. Password protects the identity on websites, 

discussion groups, and E-mail accounts so on. Strong 

password is very important to prevent identity theft while 

doing online transaction.  Users with important accounts on 

the Internet face many kinds of attacks, e.g., a user ID and 

password can be stolen and misused. There are many reports 

on thefts in ATMs as well.  

         The secure protocol SSL/TLS [3] for transmitting 

private data over the web is well known in academic 

research, but most current commercial websites still rely on 

the relatively weak protection mechanism of user 

authentications via a plaintext password and user ID. SSL 

stands for Secure Sockets Layer and, in short, it's the 

standard technology for keeping an internet connection 

secure and safeguarding  
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          It does this by making sure that any data transferred 

between users and sites, or between two systems remain 

impossible to read. It uses encryption algorithms to scramble 

data in transit, preventing hackers from reading it as it is 

sent over the connection. This information could be 

anything sensitive or personal which can include credit card 

numbers and other financial information, names and 

addresses. 

        TLS (Transport Layer Security) is just an updated, 

more secure, version of SSL. HTTPS (Hyper Text Transfer 

Protocol Secure) appears in the URL when a website is 

secured by an SSL certificate. The details of the certificate, 

including the issuing authority and the corporate name of the 

website owner, can be viewed by clicking on the lock 

symbol on the browser bar [11]. Meanwhile, even though a 

password can be transferred via a secure channel, this 

authentication approach is still vulnerable to attacks. 

        Password leakage can be caused by various attacks 

including malware, key loggers, hidden cameras and timing 

analysis of user interaction [4]. Hackers can easily get 

passwords through social engineering and online attacks. 

Automated programs are used to repeat by guess text 

passwords from a database of common words or other 

information. One aspect that needs improvements is to 

secure distributed data storage [5], in which the threats come 

from a various sides, angles and dimensions. 

          The distributed storage manner can result in more 

chances of malicious attacks or abuse activities [6, 7], such 

as attack during data transmission. One of the approaches is 

using Attributed – Based Encryption (ABE) to secure the 

privacy information when the data are stored among 

multiple clouds [8, 9]. The administrator may configure the 

server to encrypt user Password attribute values in a one-

way encrypting format or a two-way encrypting format, this 

two types of encryption formats are practised for security 

purpose. One-way encrypting formats are: Salted SHA-1, 

SHA-1, MD5, and crypt. Two-way encrypting formats are: 

None, AES [10].  

           When using text password the Network administrator 

insist the users for regular changing or updates of 

passwords. Instead of changing the password regularly, 

using of very strong encryption algorithm for the text 

password to overcome the problem. The proposed wedges 

password encryption algorithm helps us to create a strong 

encrypted password in the repositories.              

                      III.PROPOSED WORK 

            Modified ASCII Value (MAV) is created based on 

the ASCII values to strengthen the wedges encryption 

algorithm. Salts make cracking more difficult, because 

hackers can‟t find the salt of the particular password. 

Wedges used salts (the little piece of text) combined with 

the password to generate hashes. Wedges algorithm also 

creating two different category of salt, alphabetic salt (a) and 

numeric salt (w) but it wedge the salts in between the 

characters unlike the existing salt which adds beginning or 

ending of the plaintext. According to the proposed algorithm 

the hacker can‟t use the rainbow table because there is a 

essential to find wedged salt to get the actual password. 

A. WEDGES ALGORITHM FOR PASSWORD 

ENCRYPTION 

Step1: Take a password to be encrypted. 

Step2: First level of encryption – the text password is 

replaced according to the modified ASCII value. 

Step3: Value „W‟ is calculated using formula 2 and 3. 

Step4: Find w0…..wn using formula 4 to 8. 

Step5: Insert the wedges value w0…..wn right of the 

modified ASCII value. 

Step6: To insert  a0.........an Take last two numbers from the 

wedges w0…..wn and convert it as modified ASCII value 

according to the table 1, 2 and the rules of special 

characters.   

Step7:After the first level conversion, the encrypted text 

value is converted into QR code.   

        Table 1 shows the list of important character, numbers, 

special characters and their modified ASCII values. This 

modified ASCII values plays main role in the wedges 

password encryption algorithm. For example (BankLogin!3) 

is the password which is taken for applying wedges 

encryption algorithm. 

Table 1. List of Modified ASCII values. 

S.no character 

Modified 

ASCII 

value 

character 
Modified 

ASCII value 

1 A 865 a 897 

2 B 866 b 898 

3 C 867 c 899 

4 D 868 d 900 

5 E 869 e 901 
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26          Z 890 z 922 

S.no 

Numbers 

& special 

character 

Modified 

ASCII 

value 

special 

character 

Modified 

ASCII value 

1 0 848 # 835 

2 9 857 @ 864 

3 : 958 $ 836 

4 ! 833 % 837 

5 & 838 * 842 

6           - 926 _ 845 

7          + 843 ? 863 

 

This is the modified ASCII values for BankLogin!3 - 866 

897 910 907 876 911 903 905 9109 833 894. Here the 

number 910 is repeated again, so the first digit of that 

number 9 is placed in end of the number or increased by one 

of the first duplicate, so the number is 9109. The exact value 

of the example password is given below.  

 

       8668979109078769119039059109833894 

„Wf‟ is the wedges formula, which is used to do the 

password encryption.  

 

Wf=(n0a0w0),(n1a1w1),(n2a2w2),(n3a3w3)….(nnanwn)    (1)                                                                                       

In the formula Wf, „n0…..nn‟ is the Modified ASCII Value 

which is converted from the original password. 

 

W = [(∑   
 )

2
 
 
/  (∑   

  ]                                             (2) 
 

           „N‟ is sum of all modified ASCII value, „n‟ is the   

number of digits in modified ASCII value after conversion 

of actual password and division of „N
2
‟ by „n‟ is to find 

wedges „W‟. 

  

Floor (W)                                                                  (3) 

 
This formula is used to extract the floor value from the „W‟. 

 

w0 = (W + 0)                                                             (4) 

 

w1 = (w0 + 1)                                                             (5) 

 

w2 = (w1 + 2)                                                             (6) 

 

w3 = (w2 + 3)                                                              (7) 

 

wn = (wn-1 + n)                                                          (8) 
 
Table 2. Modified ASCII Value for 927-932. 

 

 

For example, the number is 

8668979109078769119039059109833894, According to 

equation (2) 

Table 3. Encrypted value of the password BankLogin!3 

 

        N = (8 + 6 + 6 + 8 + 9 + 7 + 9 + 1 + 0 + 9 + 

0+7+8+7+6+9+1+1+9+0+3+9+0+5+9+1+0+9+8+3+3

+8+9+4). 

 

W   = (182)
2
 / (34)   = 33124 / 34 = 974.23, 

 
       From Eqn (3) w = 974, Extracted the floor value from 

„W‟. From Eqn (4) to the required equation which depends 

on the number of characters in the actual password.    

w0…..wn is calculated from the floor value of „W‟. 

 

w0   = 974    + 0    = 974, 

w1   = 974    + 1    = 975, 

w2   = 975    + 2    = 977, 

w3   = 977    + 3    = 980, 

w4   = 980    + 4    = 984, 

w5   = 984    + 5    = 989, 

w6   = 989    + 6    = 995, 

w7   = 995    + 7    = 1002, 

w8    = 1002  + 8    = 1010, 

w9   = 1010  + 9    = 1019, 

w10   = 1019  +10   = 1029. 

 

         a0.........an is the alphabet which is modified ASCII 

value of wedge that is w0…..wn. If the value of the wedge 

gives any special character, here four rules are given below, 

any one of step is followed i) replace the last number by the 

first number, ii) add last two digits and place it as last digit, 

iii) add first two digit and place it as last digit, iv) add all the 

digits and place it as last digit.so instead of using the wedge 

995 should use 999.  

The wedge 927 to 932 has no modified ASCII value, so the 

value of 927 – 932 given below. Now the value is placed 

according to the Eqn (1), Wf =866 J 974 897K 975 910 M 

977 907 P 980 876 T 984 911 Y 989 903 c 995 905 f 1002 

9109 n 1010 833 w 1019 894 cc 1029.Hence the final 

encrypted value is given below.The final converted text 

value (866 J 974 897K 975 910 M 977 907 P 980 876 T 984 

927-aa, 928-bb, 929-cc, 930-dd, 931-ee, 932-ff. 

 

866J974897K975910M977907P980876T98491Y9899

03c995905f10029109n1010833w1019894cc1029. 
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911 Y 989 903 c 995 905 f 1002 9109 n 1010 833 w 1019 

894 cc 1029) is converted into QR code . 

 

 

 

The plaintext BankLogin!3  to be encrypted is not an exact 

multiple of 32 bytes, so here the password need to pad 

before encrypting by adding a padding string. At the time of 

decrypting, remove the padding in an unambiguous manner.  

        In our proposed wedges algorithm, the size of the 

original plaintext encrypted using a block-cipher algorithm 

is not an exact multiple of the block size, so padding string 

(^) will be used to make up the difference. For padding, the 

proposed method appends additional bytes at the end of the 

plaintext data before performing encryption. To preserve the 

encrypted code, increase the value of wedges by increasing 

the iteration. 

VI. CONCLUSION  

 

   This paper proposed how the text password is protected 

through wedges algorithm and conversion of QR code 

against many prominent attacks while performing online 

transaction. Many encryption techniques are emerged for 

protecting confidential messages and personal identities now 

a days. But most of the techniques are easily broken by 

fraudulent act. The wedges encryption algorithm with 

creating modified ASCII values and QR code conversion is 

used to encrypt the password in a strong way; hence the 

fraud should pay more incentive to crack the password. 
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